iPhone Forensics: Recovering Investigative Evidence using Chip-off Method
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ABSTRACT

Smartphone usage has increased in the recent past and has become an extension of the personal computer, so has the complexity of forensic investigation. Vital information on these devices makes them more critical especially when it is part of investigative evidences. The challenge here is the extraction of data, especially when the phone is logically or physically damaged. Chip-off is a niche technique, involving removal of Flash Memory chip with due sophistication, this then is subjected to direct extraction and analysis. Apple iPhones are robust and well locked; the study performed chip-off on model A1203 that revealed vital forensic evidences.
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INTRODUCTION

Penetration of Smart Phone into the environment has made the field of Digital Forensics a challenging task for experts in this field. The variance and models of these smart devices, which are otherwise extension of a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant), has poised indomitable challenge to forensic experts and investigators. The artifacts are extremely numerous and complex hence making the option more difficult then envisaged. The new advent of a branch namely “Mobile Phone Forensics” is a jargon, which is here to stay. Mobile phone forensics is even more challenging especially when miniaturization & chip integration are taking place at a faster pace is taking place as days passed by. The mushrooming of forensic tools with the increase in the number of Operating Systems, Models, variance, technology, hardware profiling, etc has also made the field more critical.

Experts are now resorting to Level-4 forensics, when it comes to handling investigative artifacts of such hand held smartphone devices. The level-4 digital forensics of smartphone entails chip-off and subsequent acquisition of artifacts from these devices. The less known level-4 digital forensics is also an enabler especially when the device is physically damaged or when the macro kernel is
disintegrated from the hardware chip. This paper proposes to bring out the significance and the scope of chip-off as a digital forensic means to extract evidence when all other conventional forms of artefact extraction have not yielded desired output.

SMARTPHONE AND ITS TAXONOMY

Today Smartphone devices are widespread and they hold a number of types of information about the owner and their activities. As a result of the widespread adoption of these devices into every aspect of our lives they can be involved in almost any crime. The aim of digital forensics of Smartphone devices is to recover the digital evidence in a forensically sound manner so that the digital evidence can be forensically presentable and accepted in court. The digital forensic process consists of four phases, which are Preservation, Acquisition, Examination/Analysis and final Presentation. In this paper, we look at various types of smartphone formats and their associated digital evidence. The digital forensic process of the Smartphone devices is discussed and, this paper also contains recommended guidelines and procedures for how to perform the phases of the digital forensics process on Smartphone devices using the chip-off technique.

A smartphone contains much of the functionality of a desktop PC (Personal Computer), but it also includes radio communications capabilities that desktop PCs typically lack. Communication functionalities include GSM/CDMA (Global System for Mobiles / Code Division Multiple Access) radio, NFC (Near Field Communications), GPS (Global Positioning System), Wi-Fi and Bluetooth communication. The high mobility of these devices can be the most important factor in the shift from desktop/laptop computer to smartphones. Unlike laptops or desktop computers, a smartphone can easily fit in a pocket. It is a computer that is easy to use and small enough to be used almost anywhere. A user can browse the Internet, check email, use GPS navigation, and make online payments from personal bank accounts. Hence, a device this capable is also likely to contain personal user data.

There are various ways a user can protect his or her personal information on smartphones. Android and iOS (Operating System) phones can be set up by means of authentication login and password protected application access. Some phones include a data encryption method to protect sensitive data. Also, third-party mobile protection/encryption software can be installed on both Android and iOS phones. The iPhone has hardware encryption enabled by default for all data stored in memory. There is also a Data Protection API (Application Program Interface) provided by Apple that can be used to implement application-level encryption.

MOBILE FORENSICS METHODOLOGY & PRECEDENCE

Mobile phone forensics or Smartphone forensics has its own set of acquisition tools. Imaging, forensic extraction, memory forensics, and string searching can all be applied to mobile forensics investigations. However, there are some differences from the conventional hard disk drive forensics, which is unique due to the fact that the mobile phone or smartphone are different in construction. Hard disk drives can easily be removed from a computer system for data acquisition and analysis, and during this process the hard disk drives can be protected using a write blocker utility. A mobile device cannot be processed the same way because the internal flash memory is usually soldered onto the circuit board, and removing the flash memory may damage it. Most mobile forensics tools do not mandate the requirement of de-soldering the flash memory chip for forensic analysis; essentially require the tool to be plugged through appropriate connectors directly into a forensics hardware tool, or plug the phone into a computer system running the forensics software. The mobile phone construction
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